Gay Pride Week '76
Parade, Fair, Rally, & Dance!
Parade - 11 a.m.
Sunday June 27th
Assemble on Polk Street between Pine & Pacific. 11 A.M. Sharp!
GAY CARNIVAL '76 on California Hall on Polk, 2-10 PM, Sunday!

Stonewall Day Rally
on SATURDAY 1-4 p.m.
June 26th at City Hall

GAY PRIDE WEEK EVENTS: Beginning with Sunday June 20th, there will be a GAY DAY PICNIC at Ho Chi Minh Park in Berkeley. (see page 12). Then the day before the gay parade, there will be songs of freedom, "Joe Hill", Blowing In The Wind", etc., done by the musical group CONAN (pictured at bottom), and speakers, gay politico HARVEY MILK, black gay activist BILL BEASLEY, and from Los Angeles, JARROW ROGOVIN, Social Action Chairperson of the gay Jewish Temple, Congregation Beth Chayim Chadashim in Los Angeles. This is all a part of the STONEWALL GAY DAY RALLY, to be held across the street from City Hall, on Polk Street. There will be other speakers, refreshments, and lots of fine music. This begins at 1 PM and continues on til 3 or 4 PM, SATURDAY, JUNE 26th. There will be more speakers and entertainment. SATURDAY, June 26th...CIVIC CENTER! 1 PM
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BOB MENDELSOHN WINS IT!
The HARRY S TRUMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB WAS THE ONLY GAY GROUP TO BACK MENDELSOHN IN HIS BATTLE TO WIN THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION! Bob won by 1,500 votes, and no one is happier than the Truman Club Members. Like JIMMY CARTER, another Truman Club winner, Bob was not favored to beat the big spender Furth...but he did! Now, in November, he must beat the right-wing REPUBLICAN, Milton Marks, who is a real nothing!
A NEW CLASS OF ELITISTS RISE TO THE TOP......

...TEACHERS: WHAT ARE THEY DOING AND WHY?

The once large and influential group, BAGL (Bay Area Gay Liberation), headquartered at 32 Page St., has fallen into active participation 60%, and is now dominated by a group of teachers and their pets!

The bearded little figure, Harry "Hanx" Wilson, of BAGL is not just a teacher, but reputed to be a Junior High School Principle.

Randy Alfred, another who is highly irrational in his dealings with persons whom he cannot "cope" with, says that he is "retired"! He like Wilson, has long hair.

If there is the recently resigned chairperson of the Gay Freedom Day (San Francisco, 1976) which conducted the march and the party on the 26th of June, which was the first gay awareness day in the world. The Christian Church of America, and Bishop Mikhail Itkin of New York informs me that this will be "ONE BIG MARCH (no mardi gras) for gay freedom!"

This march, according to the San Francisco Chronicle on July 7th, will be the 27th and in "DAVIS-LAND" on Saturday, July 18th, it will be the 28th Annual Gay Freedom Day. The organizers urge all San Francisco gay people to come down and join solidarity with their Los Angeles gay sisters and brothers. Besides, it might help to sacre the police out of Chief Ed Davis.

ROBERT WILSON for State Senator in November: Supervisor Bob Mendelson who is a long time gay activist, and a just a party-bopper like his REPUBLICAN foe Marks, has long hair, is an older people, Fred Furr, over the friend of the gay community, and friend/defender of the aged, Supervisor Bob Mendelson, who is a long time gay activist, and a just a party-bopper like his REPUBLICAN foe Marks, has long hair, is an older person, Fred Furr, over the friend of the gay community, and friend/defender of the aged...

These Teachers, are more dangerous than a David B. Goodstein, as Goodstein's trip is one which most all can understand, but the Gay Teacher's trip, is one which most all cannot understand who disagree with them, regardless of the cost to the gay community.

It must be pointed out, that the large Third World group which has until recently been too soft, and several black members put the blame on the Gay Teachers.

It is apparent that they do not know that CLASS IS VICTORY! And, the BAGL-Teacher group which WAS in BAGL has now all but left, and as well as, they have turned their backs on the gay community. As well as, they have also turned their backs on the gay community.

It is显而易见,他们并不知道阶级是胜利!而BAGL-教师群体,他们已经离开了BAGL,并且他们也转向了同性恋社区。同样,他们也转而背弃了同性恋社

New M.C.C. Pastor Named!

REV. CHARLES "Chuck" LARSEN SELECTED IN A POPULAR MOVIE!

The very conservative Study Board of the San Francisco M.C.C. (Metropolitan Community Church) in a surprise move, chose the Reverend Charles Larson to replace the former pastor.

Rev. Larson is Executive Director of the Council of Conservative Churches (C.C.C.) and is a Member of the Human Rights Commission Gay Community Committee.
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S&M CRUSADER

S&M SEX ... a Threat to the Power Structure?

The question is frequently asked by non-S&Mers of the S-M community: How can you enjoy inflicting pain on somebody you love?
To the S-M person, they often respond, "It would be the same as a straight person asking you how can you enjoy having sex with another male?"
And to the first question, a S-M friend of mine replied to me, "Do you prefer to inflict pain on people you love?"
This makes the questions look like an attack on one's own aggressive feelings.
Here in San Francisco, we see those in the S-M scene walking about town, wearing what could be called, "badg-
letting people know just what they are into.
You know, the keys on the left side for the Mas-
ter or Sadist, and keys on the right side for
the Slave or the Masochist. Various sex play,
and to the "outsider" it appears "queer",
the heterosexual, the gay person appears "queer"
or "wrong"! So, it is obvious that thinking must be revised regarding various lifestyles within
the gay communities.
Most certainly, the "heavy" looking apparel trip of the S-Mers "frighten" many, or "threaten" them. And that accounts for a good deal of the dislike of the S-Mers by the "proper-gay-communi-
ties".
S&M sexuality has been with mankind since the be-
ginning of time. It exists within the "but-world" as
dl as the homosexual world. It is just that in recent years, it has come out of the basements and attics and appears in the living room of life
and that frightens the so-called "proper-world." A writer was one of those formerly
"frightened" of S&M and denounced it frequently...
...that is, until I made a detail study of it.

That came as a result of the killing spree of
The GAY CRUSADER NEWS

New TYPING MACHINE ON THE WAY

FORMAT TO CHANGE ... A LITTLE BIT

The GAY CRUSADER's next issue is a
press 1972, and 30 issues later, is about
press to expand operations of the GAY CRUSADER.

This is due to the many many demands for
this type of a magazine.

The GAY CRUSADER covers all S-M Lifestyles,
all the way to December, this magazine articles that have been submitted to us,
and with almost no censorship.
The GAY CRUSADER will offer typsetting
to the gay community and are public and private services... unlike the professional presses.
We welcome comments from two "yes", and the other
We need more columnists (no gossips please), and more
articles, including guest columns, to the GAY CRUSADER.... FREE PRESS!
THANK GOD, BROWN LOST!

Governor Jerry Brown lost in his bid to become the Democratic Party presidential candidate, regardless of who he seeks or thinks.

And it is a great day for gay people across the country! Why? Because it is the considered opinion of many that Brown could be a "closet queer".

And he refused to express his views on homosexuality, and gay liberation throughout the campaign, suspicions have grown even more about the sex life of the handsome Governor.

As all gay people know, a man who is a CLOSET CASE, is a dangerous person.

And such people are open to blackmail.

Even now, many of Brown's votes are based on the same kind of people that the "catty bar queen" is.

S.F. Democrats in Revolt! Brady's in big win! two out of nine members of the politically active Brady family in San Francisco won election to the Democratic County Central Committee.

Margaret Brady and her daughter Catherine both won election, a victory which did not please the Demo-Bosses, such as Agar Jaicks.

The Brady family has worked with gay Democrats in harmony and supported gay rights issues in the past. That is why the gay BERNARD TRUMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB wants it's members to vote for the same Brady in the election and ignore all the other names except for Pete Mendelsohn, another friend of the TRUMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB.

The Brady family has been involved in County Party Committee functions for 50 years, and have proven to be dependable workers for Democratic candidates.

Others friendly to gay rights who won, are Sue Sierman, Anne Daley (Hongisto's secretary), and Don Burton of the San Francisco Democratic Club. No gay Democrats sought election this time!

JERRY BROWN IS A LIAR

"Jerry brown is a liar...with one of his faces, he tells Demo members that he could not become involved in contested Democratic primaries, and then with his other face, he tells the voters of the SIXTEEN COUNTY DISTRICT to vote for any one! The truth is: not Jerry Brown has broken faith with the members of the COP, and with the voters of California!...Prove Who!

Harvey Milk lost his bid for the 16th Assembly District seat by a couple of thousands of votes. And the blame for his loss can be laid squarely on the door of "Father Jerry Brown" acting Governor of California.

Brown confronted with the possibility of a gay person in the California Assembly, frightened, endorsed the allegedly hetero-agender, who just happens to be the "boy" of Brown's campaign manager. And then sphere McCarthy.

McCarthy himself made it quite clear throughout the race that the "California Assembly will not accept a homosexual as a member of their body!" Accept of course denies now having made that statement, but capital insiders remain adamant that he did. Harvey Milk came close, and next time, he'll make it.
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SFPD Informers
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Sow Seeds Distrust

THANK GOD, BROWN LOST!

GAY CRUSADER

San Francisco Police Department, is no longer in that area. The seeds of distrust amongst them, in order to render them harmless and voiceless. Blackstone did the job well, as most gay radicals now are disorganized once more. Senator Milton Marks is a documented right-wing, so having a former cop on his campaign staff would be logical, and opposition to Marks re-election comes from liberals and radicals.

Even Councilman-turned-Vice-president of the New Democratic Club, Michael Delaney admitted in his paper the President of the University of San Francisco, Rev. Ray Broersh, which is causing Broersh a great deal of hassle with the FBI, who Delaney claims is investigating Broersh.

The Gay Left Coalition, a newly formed body, has all but fallen apart, due to the public solicitation within B.A.S.G. and the GAY FREEDOM PARADE COMMITTEE, who cooperated with Chief Gain's special investigator Elliott Blackstone.

A recent trip of the SFPD "informers" trip and at a suggestion made by Blackstone, the B.A.S.G., printed a document that the writer George Mendellah attacking various gay radicals, and then, also attacking various gay radicals, and Blackstone put the smear together. The question must be asked, how long is the gay community going to tolerate informers? Does one now balance, and "sow seeds of distrust?"
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SAVE.......nevered way bookshoard
On the Polk Street side of City Hall, the STONEWALL GAY DAY RALLY will bring together speakers from about the State, as well as the Sacramento band, CONAN. CONAN will be playing songs of freedom, and the speakers will deliver messages of gay liberation.

HARVEY MILK, who narrowly lost the 16th Assembly seat race, will be one of the speakers. From Los Angeles, noted Jewish gay activist JARROW ROGOVIN of Congregation Beth Chayim Chadashim will be speaking. Rogovin is one of the gay liberation leaders in Southern California.

Black gay activist, BILL BEASLEY will speak to the crowd. Beasley, longtime activist, will enlighten all concerning racism in the gay communities of the Bay Area.

There will be refreshments, and other speakers.

Everyone is urged to attend this Saturday afternoon event. FREEDOM ON THE WAY!
Mint's Memorial Day Tricycle Race

6,000 San Franciscans and San Jose people turned out for the Mint's Annual Tricycle Race, which is a benefit for the Guide Dogs for the Blind, the most worthy of all charities! The pictures shown here, taken by Lee Raymond, Emperor I de San Jose, JERRY is shown at the top right, Democratic presidential nominee Jimmy Carter's son CHIP is shown but a portion of the massive turnout.

Lee was helped by the Mafia Woman, dressed all in stunning black, Impress III, Shirley....hot hot!

And Emperor I of Michael Caringi was on hand helping out, as was Tenderloin Tense, the prospector Ron Ross, and the Golden Dolphin, Harry Gordon.
LEGAL ACTION: Male Model Agency Owner

Charges filed with District Attorney Against Operator of Male Model Agency: California Penal Code Section 632

Subdivision A

Every person who, Intentionally and Without the Consent of All Parties to a Confidential Communication, by the Means of Any Electronic Amplifying or Recording Device, Eavesdrops Upon or Records Such Confidential Communication. Whether Such Communication is Carried on Among Such Parties in the Presence of One Another or by Some Means of a Telecopy, Telephone or Other Device, Except a Radio, Shall Be Punishable by a Fine Not Exceeding Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500), or by Imprisonment in the County Jail Not Exceeding One Year, or by Imprisonment in the State Prison Not Exceeding Three Years or by Both Fine and Imprisonment in the County Jail or in the State Prison.

The Gay Crusader editor has spoken with legal counsel on the matter, and after investigation, the Attorney has referred the matter to the District Attorney for prosecution.

The person who owns and operates a Male Model Agency is and is reported to be "hit" up, has reportedly been recording telephone conversations of many persons, including his "customers".

A recent telephone call of a well known gay activist was recorded and played back to others by this Agency owner. A long ago telephone conversation with SFPD Officer Blackstone was also reported to be recorded by this Agency owner.

Section 632 and 637.2 are both applicable in this matter which is very serious.

Section 637.2 states, ANY PERSON WHO HAS BEEN INJURED BY A VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER MAY BRING AN ACTION TO RECOVER DAMAGES FROM THE PERSON WHO VIOLATED THIS CHAPTER, AND MAY IN THE SAME ACTION REQUEST JUST INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.

Any person may, also bring an action to recover damages from the person who violated this person, please call us, and we will be glad to make an appointment to take your deposition and invite you to join us for a class-action lawsuit.

This could involve more than one of the Male Model Agencies.

Call us soon, at (415) 771-3366.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4,

SACRAMENTO CORONATION A STORMY AFFAIR

LOS ANGELES ACTIVIST...ARROW ROGGVIN to CONTEST! SPAC AT SAN FRANCISCO'S Stonewall Day Rally, to be held at the Civic Center across from City Hall. Gay black activist, Bill Beasley and Harvey Milk will also be on the speaking.

The band, CONAN will provide Freedom Songs/Music for the affair. Everyone is urged to attend this Rally and learn just what the Gay Freedom Day Parade means!

Sunday June 26
1 P.M.
City Hall
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The other of your so-called friends stood between you after the years of work you have done. You should look at it this way, but the MOCKINGBIRD and a colorful and HONEST race! Also to a winner, have ENOUGH TITLES...and the "CAMP" is not so far away from their approach. The MOCKINGBIRD and a colorful and HONEST race! Also to a winner, have ENOUGH TITLES...and the "CAMP" is not so far away from their approach.

While on that subject, congratulations to EMPRESS II de San Jose* and準 ROY on his knees praying there on a most any late afternoon...CRUSING 57 indeed!!!

Empress Cary Christian of Sacramento! Why was your stud boyfriend and blank ballots when people were away from their work? One of your so-called friends stood between you after the years of work you have done. You should look at it this way, but the MOCKINGBIRD and a colorful and HONEST race! Also to a winner, have ENOUGH TITLES...and the "CAMP" is not so far away from their approach.
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Live Shows 1:15-4:00-8:30-11:00  Open 10 am-2 am